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INNER ACTIVITY

INDIVIDUAL‘LTY
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STYLE -- sperm

IEINER ACTIVITY I IN DIVIDUALI’I‘Y r

Our Phantoms El‘he Possessecfl:

Our individuality must radiate and fill the room

in the style of this play. We exist on tho stag-c. That

means we exist in every small part, each corner. very ac-

tively. (but without strengthening the body). Inner activity

has nothing to do with strengthening our muscles. We are

present on the stage as artists, full oi‘inner activity, by

which each controls himself. I

FEELING OF FORM:

Take your own body as a form. You can be really

relaxed. without tension. but full of feeling of form, and

out 01‘ this feeling, in the simplest way which we have Just

now, we will get the ability to not this play.

when the Spy or the engineer appear an the stage

with the feeling of form in the body. it will be quite a

different appearance. If I carry my body as a. form on the

stage - my entrance. my exit is quite a different feeling.

Try to experience how interesting it is to have a body of

movable form on the stage. All I need to know is that my

body is here, and that I can send it out. without making, any

physical effort. and through the power of my individuality.
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I init on the stage. \

will you ploasc fill the form of your body an that

it is at the point where it will break. If we are able.

through our activity. to increase the tempo, this is good and

this will kill wrong things. Out of this preparatory work

we want to try to speak out of this inner composition which

is the feeling of form. and the form is filled Vlithjcortain

kind of activity which can burst. We want to have help to

do it technically right. from the point of View of speech,

25y individuality is powerful enough to fill the space with-

out any difficulties. How. do th'o_oamo with your speech.

Do it by believing that if your go'éturo is right. your speech

will be right? Now, will you please fill the form which is

almost bursting. New. whisper,b.xt with. the feeling that the

form is full. flow. by whispering. burst the form when the

play plunges into chaos.

Walk toward the footlighta. (in the style of Mr.

shdanoi‘f'e ploy). speaking. and try to appreciate as actors.

the difference from which corner of the space you speak. It

is so importantr Try to speak. this sentence. realizing where

you are in the space. and what you should psychologically do

to fill the entire space. . _ .‘

I want you to get the ability to do it at once.

not after many, many preparations. 'I want you to realize

that you must at once got things which we have already do-
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veloped. The desire must be there.‘ You must have your tech-

nique ready, from the point where you left off yesterday, and

not have to review many days back.

The form is our work, the form is the theatre in

which we \act, the form is the curtain rising in our souls,

the walls, everything belongs to the form which we have to

fill with our inner life. new, as a crown on all thoee

things. create your words.

STYLE —n5PEECHe

him: Cre'utheru

The méercise. before you;- begin. must be very much

bigger. The gesture must go on anti on - more palate - and

when Hr. Chekhov asks you to have the form and fill your gea-

turo, the consonants and vowels must be filled to bursting

point, and then you‘calmot possibly say. "Naow," as when you

«speak with a flat palate. much larger palate. much bigger

vowels. much more activity coming through the sounds, and

much bfigger gesture before and after.

fir. Chekhov.

Be ready to combine the style of Fr. Shdanoff‘s

play and what hiss Crowther requires from your technique.

Fill the space just as the form belonging: to you, your bed—

ies, are the forms moving in this space. 21nd the crewn is the

fem of all the words.
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miss Crewtherl

Don'j feel that 11: comes from inside your heade.

It must be perfeetm flee inside. The and must be a tremen—

doue gesture. Tremendous palate — you can mold every sound

with your breath.

Mr. Chekhov:
_

Mr. Shdmoff's play must have these hidden curves

so that you can meld into these. curves. Remember how iner—

e tietic it 10 when somebody is too tense - the same with the

voice. The more conscioun you are new, the more subconsciouo

it will be later on. This is the bl'aautii‘ul state — to be

able to rely on your super-conscioun. Please do not forget

the difference between the lesson of miss Growther, when we

have to deal énly with raise Crowther. and then this lesson.

In thiofloscon we have tO‘c-omlbine raise Crm'rther as \1011 as

w buggebtions. I I I

I I want you to break'tho form. and [Visa Crowther

will make home suggestions. {hm forward. and my the sentence,

and break the form. BEFORE YOU BREAK THE FORM. YOU HAVE TO

FILL IT. "How. we are walking forward.“

When everything is very expressive but without tech-

nique, it is painful. When it has form aha real talent. than

it has mu satisfaction for the human being.

Miss Growthorx
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Your voice must go with your gesture. You must

rely on the sounds themselvoé and not push them through —

they will never come. r111 them out with the breath and

molding.

Mg. Chekhov:

Fill the space. take the form of the stage, your

own body. To HAVE A FORM - T0 BREAK IT-

Got the desire to have this ability and be power-

ful on the stage because of this ability.


